HAMLET EXHIBITION AT SMAU 2004.
Taipei, Taiwan, 21st-25th October 2004 – Hamlet, one of the leader brand in the
Solutions Market for Connectivity and Networking, will be present at SMAU show
(Hall .11 booth N24) with a complete products exhibition.
In the multimedia solutions Exagerate by Hamlet, the new Zelig CAM is
outstanding. Weighing only 70 grams ,and easy to use, it’s a web cam with
integrated microphone and original design, plugged in the PC USB Port and
allows audio and video storage (350K pixel resolution ).The big innovative item is
the Master Slave with integrated lightning protector, connects up to 6 different
devices and you can switch them on or off from the main master , just like the PC
or the TV.
In the ADSL and Security solutions area there’s MyGuard 7500, the new
ADSL Router with active Anti virus and Anti spam filters, which update directly
from Internet, with the contribute of Billion™ Electric Co. company quoted in the
Taiwan Stock Exchange, leader in the Telecommunications Products, and Trend
Micro™, a multinational company leader in the antivirus solutions, that takes care
of specific parts of the software.
Next to this item, 4 Ports Router/Switch Firewall and VNP (Virtual Private
Network), available also as wireless version, and the new modem/router
HRDSL710W, supplied with WLan technology 802.11g a 54 Mbps. Besides, the
ADSL filters like the new lightning Protector, “in-line” Security device, to protect
from thunder storms or any other shock.
When it comes to fast connection cards, the main solutions are the new PCMCIA
and PCI Firewire® standard IEEE 1394b™, linking notebook and desktop to
same technology devices, transferring data up to 800 Mbps.
Exagerate by Hamlet, shows will also introduce also the new PCI and PCMCIA
cards, operating up to 1500Mbps Transferring Speed, through two ways: Striping
(RAID O), that is maximum Transferring Parallel Data Speed provided on two
disks, and Mirroring (RAID 1), guaranteeing with Data Redundancy, the
maximum information Security.
Another stand out item of the line is the Wireless Lan CompactFlash card IEEE
802.11b.
Amongst Bluetooth® section there are two serial receivers RS232 Bluetooth®,
able to connect, in a wireless solution, PC and other devices, such as printers,
modem, with serial port RS232 by 9 poles, located up to 10 m range. Thanks to
these two receivers, it’s possible to avoid the use of PC, very helpful in the
electronic industry.

The new Optic Mini Mouse are exhibited in the show , their small size and
wireless solutions make them very practical. Built in BT and RF Technology,
those two different models are able to work with notebook .
When it comes to USB Pen Drive, Hamlet offers a wide range of items: from
Zelig ONE, 3 gramms weight and up to 512 mb capacity, to MP3 Players such as
Zelig Music Pen, Zelig Music Jewel and Zelig Music FM, up to the most originals
Pen Drives , like X-Swatch and X-Stilo Pen, or the latest X-Laser USB Pointer.
Real audio and video conference laser pointer with 128 MB internal memory.
Amongst the USB devices, there are cards readers able to read all kind of
memories and Hamlet products : CompactFlash® (up to 1 GB), Smart Media,
Multi Media Card, Secure Digital Card (up to 512 MB), card XD and Memory
Stick.
Remarkable are also the enclosures for external hard disks 2,5”, 3,5” and 5,25”
available with USB 2.0 Port, IEEE 1394a™ technology , or with USB and
FireWire® double interface, at 400 Mbps and 800 Mbps standard , and also the
10/100 or Gigabit 24 Ports Switch, and the two 10/100 8 Ports or 1 -2 Giga Ports
Switch .

Hamlet is the leader brand in the Solutions production for Connectivity and
Networking. Hamlet products distribution started in 1995 ,outstanding in the
market for the higher technological level and the best reliability. Hamlet recently
placed additional consumer products, such as flash memories, DVD Players, Pen
Drives and other accessories, , to the traditional range of analogical modem,
ISDN, ADSL, PCMCIA cards and networking solutions, all recognized under
Exagerate by Hamlet brand

